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How the Best Teachers Differentiate 
Instruction
Elizabeth Breaux, Monique Boutte Magee • 9781742399935

This accessible and practical guide shows teachers how to 
provide students with a variety of ways to strengthen their 
understanding of new material. A selection of assessments is 
available to ensure that students have mastered classroom 
content, regardless of their individual learning styles, 
abilities and needs. Contents include: What is differentiated 
instruction and why do we differentiate? Know your students; 
Management for differentiated instruction; and 12 ways to 
differentiate. 

EYE9935 • $32.95

Intentional Teaching
Bonnie Dawkins, Robert Kottkamp, Christine Johnston 

• 9781742395876

This inspiring book focuses on one teacher’s implementation 
of the Let Me Learn® system, a cutting-edge differentiated 
teaching method that transforms learning differences into 
strengths. Teacher Bonnie Dawkins builds a classroom 
community in which children understand themselves as 
learners, are empowered to ask for help, and work together 
to achieve. This is a student-centred approach, relevant to 
all year levels, that makes a measureable difference in the 
classroom for both students and teachers! 

CO5876 •  $39.95

Leadership for Differentiating Schools 
and Classrooms
Susan Demirsky Allan, Carol Ann Tomlinson • 9781741016895

This book explores how school leaders can develop 
responsive, personalised and differentiated classrooms. 
Differentiation is a teacher attending to the learning needs 
of a student, rather than teaching a class as though all 
individuals in it were alike. Expert educators teach individuals 
the most important things in the most effective ways. No 
single approach works. The authors show how school leaders 
can encourage and support growth in our classrooms.

100216 • $25.95

Professional Development for 
Differentiating Instruction
Cindy Strickland • 9781742394626

This resource contains more than 45 tools and activities 
that make it easier for staff developers, teacher leaders, and 
other professional development leaders to show teachers and 
administrators how to successfully implement and maintain 
differentiated instruction. Use these tools in workshops, 
professional learning communities, and small-group settings 
to: establish a learning environment that is welcoming to 
educators at all levels of experience and expertise; plan staff 
development activities that model differentiated instruction; 
group teachers fl exibly for their learning experiences. 

109042 • $37.95

Conversations: Integrating Differentiated 
Instruction and Understanding by Design
Carol Ann Tomlinson, Jay McTighe • 9781742399645

This informal and enlightening presentation offers in-
depth ideas on how both learning approaches can work 
symbiotically to achieve targeted learning outcomes. 
The conversational style of this program delivers crucial 
information about these methodologies you won’t want to 
miss. This program also looks forward to how both DI and 
UbD approaches can meet the demands of a fast-changing 
education landscape of 21st century learning. Join in the 
conversation with Carol and Jay!

610132 • $179

Differentiating Instruction with 
Technology in Middle School Classrooms 
Stephanie Throne, Grace Smith • 9781742395739

This book reviews research on the uniqueness of middle years 
students and illustrates the importance of using technology 
to create differentiated lessons, especially with this age 
group. It lists the fundamental components of Differentiated 
Instruction (DI), student traits that guide DI, and Web 2.0 
resources that can help make DI a reality in the middle school 
classroom. It includes sample activities for incorporating DI 
in maths, science, social studies and English. The strategies 
and lessons in this book will ensure that students receive a 
tailored education.

 IST5739 • $49.95

Differentiating Instruction with 
Technology in P-5 Classrooms
Stephanie Throne, Grace Smith • 9781742393704

Learn how to use technology to differentiate by student 
interest, readiness, ability, learning profi le, content, process 
and product. The authors provide practical instructional 
strategies to accommodate a broad range of learning 
styles, abilities and curriculum content. A chapter dedicated 
to applying technology to specifi c subjects – art, music, 
physical education and foreign language – rounds out the 
instruction-specifi c content. The fi nal two chapters focus on 
using technology to assess student learning and manage the 
differentiated classroom. 

IST3704 • $55.95

Differentiation, RTI and Achievement
Carolyn Coil • 9781742396507

In this book you will learn about a variety of research-based 
interventions, including behavioural management and 
instructional strategies. You will fi nd out how to link student 
needs to specifi c interventions. This book will show you how 
to assess and monitor individual student progress, and how 
to select and use the Coil RTI Progress Monitoring Forms that 
best meet your students’ needs. Interventions explored in 
this book include goal setting, organisational skills, graphic 
organisers, test-taking skills, tiered lessons and many more.

HB6507 • $35.95
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Leading and Managing a Differentiated 
Classroom
Marica ImBeau, Carol Ann Tomlinson • 9781742399638

Step-by-step guidelines, checklists and a Teacher’s Toolkit with 
ready-made classroom activities ensure that you master the 
nuts and bolts of managing a student-centred classroom—
from creating the learning environment and classroom routines 
to challenging advanced learners and buying time for struggling 
students. This book focuses on what it means for a teacher 
to effectively lead a differentiated classroom as well as the 
mechanics of managing a differentiated classroom. Readers 
will learn how to become more confi dent and effective leaders 
for and in student-focused and responsive classrooms.

108011 • $30.95

Redefi ning Fair: How to Plan, Assess, and Grade 
for Excellence in Mixed-Ability Classrooms
Damian Cooper • 9781742392264

The book explores the vital role of differentiation in ensuring 
student success as schools set goals of profi ciency for all 
and discusses ways to create a culture of excellence in the 
classroom by focusing on student understanding rather than 
on outcomes achieved through memorization. The book 
concludes with recommendations on how educators may 
improve their reporting and examines the types of information 
a report card should contain to communicate an accurate, 
succinct and easily understood summary of learning and 
behaviour to students and parents.

SOT2264 • $32.95

Teaching as Inquiry
Alexandra Weinbaum, David Allen, Tina Blythe, Katherine Simon, 

Steve Seidel, Catherine Rubin • 9781742391670

This book offers an engaging and effective approach to 
improving teacher and student learning. Based on the 
experiences of three leading educational organizations, the 
authors provide invaluable, research-based guidelines for 
incorporating inquiry into teacher’s instructional practices 
and student work as part of the ongoing work of schools. This 
volume also includes specifi c considerations for determining 
who should be involved, what work should be under review, 
how it should be reviewed, and how such inquiry should be 
supported by the school.

 TCP1670 • $27.95

Interventions for the Gifted Student
Cecelia Boswell, Vowery Dodd Carlile • 9781742396897

This resource reviews the Response to Intervention (RTI) 
process as it applies to gifted/talented learners. This resource 
for educators includes: Best Practices for Differentiation, 
Research-based Strategies, Classroom Management 
Strategies for Differentiation, Products and Their Assessment, 
and Forms. Examples for different year levels are included 
with each strategy. This book explains how to use the 5Es of 
learning – engage, explore, explain, elaborate and evaluate – 
to challenge gifted students.

EIM6897 • $32.95

Task Rotation: Strategies for 
Dirrerentiating Activities and 
Assessments by Learning Style (A 
Strategic Teacher PLC Guide)
Harvey Silver, Joyce Jackson, Daniel Moirao • 9781742391601

With this book you will: Learn the four major learning styles 
and consider your own learning-style preferences; Examine a 
range of teacher-designed Task Rotations that show how the 
strategy can be used to scaffold student learning and conduct 
formative and summative assessments; Experience model 
Task Rotations and learn from sample lessons and planning 
forms designed by other teachers. 

 110129 • $22.00

Drumming to the Beat of a Different 
Marcher
Debbie Silver • 9781740258067

Finding the rhythm for Teaching A Differentiated classroom, is 
always a key concern for new teachers as well as those trying 
to fi nd better ways to create a thriving learning environment. 
Part one Keeping Pace: Classroom Management Part two: 
Different Beats: The Learning cycle Multiple Intelligences 
Cooperative Learning. Part three: Stepping to your own Music: 
Building Classroom Community and Pay it forward.

INA5846 • $45.95

How to Plan Rigorous Instruction
Robyn Jackson • 9781742391595

Robyn R. Jackson explains how to plan more rigorous, 
engaging and rewarding lessons that help your students go 
beyond a surface understanding of the material and see the 
connection between what they are doing in class and their 
ultimate learning goals. Regardless of the grade level or 
discipline you teach, discover how to create lessons that are 
much more focused, activities that are more relevant and 
engaging, and assessments that are much more informative 
to both you and your students. 

110077 • $24.95

Differentiating By Student Interest: 
Strategies and Lesson Plans Years P-6
Joni Turville • 9781742399812

This book shows primary school teachers how to differentiate 
instruction based on their students’ situational and personal 
interests. Teachers can use this book as a guide when 
getting started in differentiating by interest. It provides a 
large number of detailed and easy-to-use lesson plans, and 
addresses matters such as assessment, how to help gifted 
learners in the regular classroom and how to bring closure 
to a differentiated lesson. Also included is a set of resources, 
which you can duplicate and use in your classroom.

EYE9812 • $32.95

Differentiation is an Expectation: A 
School Leader’s Guide to Building a 
Culture of Differentiation
Kimberly Keppler Hewitt, Daniel Weckstein • 9781742399904

This book provides leaders with all that they need to promote 
differentiation in their schools. Through research and 
fi rst-hand experience, the authors have identifi ed effective 
strategies for hiring differentiation-minded staff members, 
communicating the need for differentiation to all stakeholders, 
motivating teachers to differentiate and using differentiated 
teacher evaluation to effect change. Contents include: First 
Things First: What is Differentiation?, Evaluating Teacher 
Differentiation and Differentiating Teacher Evaluation.

EYE9904 • $37.95

Defensible Differentiation: What Does 
It Take to Get It Right? DVD
Carol Ann Tomlinson • 9781742392011

In this keynote session Carol Ann Tomlinson calls 
on teachers to implement best practices regarding 
curriculum, assessment, instruction and learning 
environment—and to learn how these factors interrelate. 
She examines and invites educators to scrutinise their 
practices in applying the four foundational principles 
of effective differentiation. This package includes a 
72-minute DVD with the video session and a CD with 
materials to support professional learning, an excerpt 
from the book On Excellence in Teaching.

SOT2011 • $150
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Differentiation and the Brain
David Sousa, Carol Ann Tomlinson • 9781742398037

This book examines the principles of differentiation in light of 
current brain based research. It answers questions regarding 
differentiation and student readiness, student interest, 
and student learning profi les. The book provides multiple 
suggestions of how to design and implement strategies such 
as tiering, student contracts and anchor activities. It also 
explains the brain science behind differentiation and clarifi es 
why certain strategies are more successful than others. Case 
studies are provided, and scenarios to help teachers envision 
differentiation strategies working in their own classrooms. 

SOT8037 • $39.95

Connecting Differentiated Instruction, 
Understanding by Design and What 
Works in Schools: An Exploration of 
Research-Based Strategies (DVD) 
Grant Wiggins, Jay McTighe, Robert Marzano, Carol Ann Tomlinson 

• 9781742394930

This DVD features: Carol Ann Tomlinson on Differentiated 
Instruction; Grant Wiggins and Jay McTighe on Understanding 
by Design; and Robert Marzano on What Works in Schools. 
This recording gives you a front row seat and backstage 
access to interviews with the panellists.

609012 • $119

Data Driven Differentiation in the 
Standards-Based Classroom
Lin Kuzmich, Gayle Gregory • 9781741705713

This timely and comprehensive guide to collecting, analysing, 
and using data to design curriculum, instruction, and 
assessment offers educators the step-by-step strategies and 
planning tools they need to help all students learn what they 
must know and be able to do. Four sample units cover P-12 
lesson planning in the basic content areas and are used to 
demonstrate each and every aspect of the process. 

CO5711 • $51.95

Beyond Differentiated Instruction
Jodi OMeara • 9781742396255

This invaluable book goes beyond the theory of differentiated 
instruction to actual classroom practice, showing teachers 
step-by-step how they can successfully create an empowering 
learning environment for every child. This resource includes: 
a guided framework for creating an effective differentiated 
instruction program;  vivid case studies illustrating the how-to’s 
of differentiated instruction, from planning to implementation 
and assessment; recommendations for appropriately structuring 
the pace and fl ow of instruction; guidance on when to use tiered 
instruction and accommodations, including the relationship 
between differentiation and Response to Intervention (RTI).

CO6255 • $37.95

Curriculum Mapping for Differentiated 
Instruction, P-8
Janice Yost, Michelle Langa • 9781741702378

Using the dynamic method of curriculum mapping, educators 
can document what is being taught, what students are learning, 
how well they are learning, and how closely the curriculum 
refl ects local and national standards. This lively, easy-to-use 
resource is a cohesive and accessible guide to curriculum 
mapping and instructional planning for classrooms that support 
diverse learning styles and needs. This remarkable handbook 
provides everything teachers need to revitalise the relationship 
between standards-based curriculum and instruction, using 
real-life strategies that work!

CO2372 • $49.95

Professional Development for 
Differentiating Instruction
Cindy Strickland • 9781742394626

This resource contains more than 45 tools and activities 
that make it easier for staff developers, teacher leaders, and 
other professional development leaders to show teachers and 
administrators how to successfully implement and maintain 
differentiated instruction. Use these tools in workshops, 
professional learning communities, and small-group settings 
to: establish a learning environment that is welcoming to 
educators at all levels of experience and expertise; plan staff 
development activities that model differentiated instruction.

109042 • $37.95

Curriculum Mapping
Kathy Tuchman Glass • 9781741702361

This book offers teachers a customised, personalised process 
to prepare their curriculum while folding content into a 
larger curriculum map. Kathy  Glass leads P–12 educators 
step-by-step through the process of developing a Curriculum 
Year Overview—or curriculum map—helping to establish 
meaningful connections between content areas while ensuring 
that all standards are met. Discover how to build a strong 
foundation that promotes clear educational goals and results 
in a winning curriculum plan for your classroom and school!

 CO2364 • $45.95

Differentiated Assessment Strategies: 
One Tool Doesn’t Fit All
Rita King, Carolyn Chapman • 9781741014471

Packed with tools, surveys, check lists, questionnaires, 
assignments, organisers, guidelines and rubrics, Differentiated 
Assessment Strategies addresses learners of all types and 
levels, including Prep-12, special needs and gifted students: • 
Evaluate and activate students’ prior knowledge • Transform 
homework into rich learning opportunities • Draw higher-
order thinking from ALL students • Assess learning to offer 
feedback to students • Assess learner preferences, as well 
as cognitive styles and multiple intelligences • Determine 
student comprehension and requirements for reteaching.

CO4476 • $45.95

Curriculum 21: Essential Education for a 
Changing World
Heidi Hayes Jacbos • 9781742394596

If you believe that an essential role of schooling is preparing 
students to succeed in today’s world, then here is a book 
that makes a powerful case for why and how schools must 
overhaul, update and breathe new life into the P–12 curriculum. 
World-renowned curriculum designer Heidi Hayes Jacobs 
leads an all-star cast of education thought leaders. Here is 
your opportunity to get out in front with breakthrough ideas for 
educating the generation that you’ve been charged to nurture. 
Curriculum 21 is the ideal guide to transforming schools into 
learning organisations that match the times in which we live.

109008 • $29.95

Align the Design: A Blueprint for School 
Improvement
Ann Mausbach, Nancy Mooney • 9781741706789

Regardless of where you are in your school improvement 
process, here’s a book that helps you make sure you have 
all the right elements working for you in the right way. The 
authors take you through the core processes that are essential 
for all school improvement efforts - from establishing your 
mission to differentiating your supervision based on measures 
of success. To assist your improvement effort, the book equips 
you with a set of “power tools” that every school leader 
should have.

108005 • $32.95
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Differentiated Instruction in 
Action 2 Middle School DVD
Carol Ann Tomlinson • 9781742394992

Join Carol Ann Tomlinson and classroom teachers 
as they bring Differentiated Instruction to life in this 
practical, easily implemented Professional Development 
Program for the Middle School level. Carol Ann 
Tomlinson guides viewers as they observe classroom 
examples of the non-negotiables of Differentiated 
Instruction. Use the integrated professional 
development plan, including accompanying PowerPoint 
presentation and handouts, to empower educators as 
they lead for student success.

608082 • $189

Differentiated Instructional Strategies 
in Practice Training Implementation & 
Supervision 2nd Edition
Gayle Gregory • 9781741706383

Differentiated Instructional Strategies: One Size Doesn’t Fit 
All, this revised edition focuses on step-by-step training 
activities for job-embedded professional development in 
differentiated instruction. This workshop-friendly resource 
offers guidelines for small study groups or larger staff 
development meetings and includes suggestions for coaching, 
observation, supervision and evaluation of staff members’ use 
of DI practices, and implementation and evaluation tools to 
measure schoolwide progress. 

CO6386 • $45.95

Differentiated Instruction in 
Action 1 Primary School DVD
Carol Ann Tomlinson • 9781742394985

Join Carol Ann Tomlinson and classroom teachers 
as they bring Differentiated Instruction to life in this 
practical, easily implemented Professional Development 
Program for the Primary School level. Carol Ann 
Tomlinson guides viewers as they observe classroom 
examples of the non-negotiables of Differentiated 
Instruction. Use the integrated professional 
development plan, including accompanying PowerPoint 
presentation and handouts, to empower educators as 
they lead for student success.

608081 • $189

Differentiated Instructional Management: 
Work Smarter, Not Harder
Rita King, Carolyn Chapman • 9781741705744

Written in a teacher-friendly style, best-selling authors Carolyn 
Chapman and Rita King provide a wealth of management tips 
and ready-to-use tools to help teachers support the individual 
learning styles and diverse needs of all students. Ideal for 
teachers new to differentiated instruction as well as veterans 
experienced in using the approach, this essential text helps 
teachers effectively manage each aspect of the differentiated 
classroom and provide instruction that meets the needs of 
every student.

CO5746 • $52.95

Differentiated Instruction in 
Action 3 High School DVD
Carol Ann Tomlinson • 9781742395005

Join Carol Ann Tomlinson and classroom teachers 
as they bring Differentiated Instruction to life in this 
practical, easily implemented Professional Development 
Program for the High School level. Carol Ann Tomlinson 
guides viewers as they observe classroom examples of 
the non-negotiables of Differentiated Instruction. Use 
the integrated professional development plan, including 
accompanying PowerPoint presentation and handouts, 
to empower educators as they lead for student success.

608083 • $189

Differentiated Instructional Strategies: 
One Size Doesn’t Fit All 2nd Ed
Gayle Gregory, Carolyn Chapman • 9781741705492

This book, updated and expanded by two of the fi eld’s 
most respected proponents, features more of the practical 
techniques and processes that teachers can use to adjust 
learning based on individual students’ knowledge, skills, 
experience, preferences and needs. More than 75 planning 
models, templates, matrixes, rubrics, graphic organisers, 
checklists and questionnaires are included as well, to help 
teachers make the right decisions about instruction and 
assessment on an individual basis. 

CO5495 • $50.00

Differentiated Instruction in 
Action CD-ROM
Carol Ann Tomlinson • 9781741013207

When you can’t send staff members to a 
conference on differentiated instruction, here’s the 
perfect tool to bring everyone up-to-day on best 
practices for designing curriculum and learning 
experiences to meet students’ needs. Drawing 
from a recent ASCD conference on differentiated 
instruction, this interactive CD-ROM includes 
presentations from Carol Ann Tomlinson and other 
leading authorities, plus selected handouts and 
readings from their presentations.

504031 • $199

Differentiated Instruction 
in Action Video Series 
DVD Three Disc Series
Carol Ann Tomlinson • 608050

Join Carol Ann Tomlinson and 
classroom teachers as they bring 
Differentiated Instruction to life in 
this practical, easily implemented 

Professional Development Program for Primary School, Middle School and High School. Multiple 
vignettes depict how to establish and maintain a supportive learning environment; how to 
use on-going assessment to inform instruction; and how to support a high-quality curriculum 
by identifying learning goals. Carol Ann Tomlinson guides viewers as they observe classroom 
examples of the non-negotiables of Differentiated Instruction. 

608050 • $439

Differentiated Coaching: A Framework for 
Helping Teachers Change
Jane Kise • 9781742391021

Differentiated Coaching applies the latest research and theory 
of personality type, multiple intelligences, experiential learning 
models and mind styles models to create a differentiated 
approach for staff development. This innovative resource 
touches on six key elements. When teachers understand how 
their strengths and beliefs may lock them into practices that 
limit freedom to help students succeed, they can begin to 
entertain fresh possibilities and stay open to new avenues for 
professional growth.

CO1021 • $75.00

Differentiated Instruction and 
Curriculum Mapping DVD
9781742399621 • ISBN

What’s the connection between differentiated instruction 
and curriculum mapping? Here’s your chance to hear 
the two leading authorities answer that question: •Carol 
Ann Tomlinson on differentiated instruction. •Heidi Hayes 
Jacobs on curriculum mapping. Filmed live at a recent 
ASCD conference, these renowned experts explain the key 
principles and practices of effective curriculum mapping 

and how they can help plan for content requirements and learner needs. Discover how to 
enhance the power of curriculum maps by developing them with student differences in mind.  

611019 • $119
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Differentiated Learning: An Anthology to 
Reach & Teach All Students
Robin Fogarty • 9781741014051

• Cooperative Learning: A Standard for Achievement 
presents strategies of cooperative learning for differentiated 
classrooms • Multiple Intelligences for Differentiating 
Learning addresses a multiple intelligences approach to 
differentiation and explores entry points and end points of 
learning for various kinds of learners • Higher Order Thinking 
Skills: Challenging All Students to Achieve explores higher-
order thinking skills as a method for differentiating learning • 
Performance Assessments: Evidence of Learning introduces 
differentiated assessments for K–12 classrooms.

RF4050 • $49.95

Differentiated School Leadership
Beth Russell, Jane Kise • 9781742392646

The authors demonstrate how understanding of personality 
types and individual leadership styles can help school 
leaders and team members understand one another’s 
working preferences, work from individual strengths, uncover 
new areas for development, and distribute leadership 
responsibilities more effectively. This text provides: 
descriptions of leadership styles; ways to build a team; 
strategies for coping with leadership stress; a model for 
problem solving. Differentiated School Leadership is an ideal 
resource for principals, teacher leaders, superintendents and 
those leading or serving on school improvement teams.

CO2646 • $50

Differentiating Instruction CD
Carol Ann Tomlinson • 9781742396118

This two CD set (PC only) comprises a webcast, delivered by 
the author, who will look at what differentiated instruction 
means, how it might look in middle level classrooms, and 
particular strategies teachers can use to address the varied 
readiness levels, interests and learning modes of early 
adolescent learners. There will be an emphasis on ensuring 
quality curriculum and quality differentiation.

NM6118 • $40

Differentiated Professional Development 
in a Professional Learning Community
Linda Bowgren, Kathryn Sever • 9781742397979

In this short video, Richard DuFour and Rebecca DuFour 
model a principal and a teacher engaging in a confl ict over 
marking practices, then the role play is broken down and 
analysed. The video is presented in the following segments: 
• Introduction • A Diffi cult Conversation • Analysing a Diffi cult 
Conversation Appropriate for professional development at the 
school or community level, Leading Diffi cult Conversations 
can be viewed independently or used with the Facilitator’s 
Guide to provide one full-day or two half-day workshops.

SOT7979 • $29.95

Differentiating for the Young Child, 
Teaching Strategies Across the Content 
Areas (Prep-3)
Joan Franklin Smutny, S.E. von Fremd • 9781741702422

Identify student differences and journey with them down a path 
of successful learning! This informative guide helps teachers 
address today’s increasingly diverse student body while meeting 
the demands of curriculum standards. Differentiating for the 
Young Child focuses on differentiating in the classroom--
beginning with the differences of the child and adjusting the 
lessons accordingly. Complete with forms, charts, samples, 
and appendices, this book will help general education teachers 
explore vital elements of a differentiated classroom.

CO2429 • $59.95

Differentiated Literacy Strategies for 
Student Growth and Achievement in 
Grades 7-12
Lin Kuzmich, Gayle Gregory • 9781741702385

From best-selling authors Gayle Gregory and Lin Kuzmich 
comes a versatile handbook for middle school and high 
school educators who need to differentiate literacy instruction 
for adolescent and teen learners at different stages of 
development along the literacy continuum. Covering the 
relevant brain research and specifi c instructional and 
assessment strategies for teens, this book pays special 
attention to hooks that appeal to older learners with varying 
degrees of skills and competencies. 

CO2380 • $54.95

Differentiating by Readiness: Strategies 
and Lesson Plans for Tiered Instruction, 
Years P-8
Joni Turville, Linda Allen, LeAnn Nickelsen • 9781742399805

In this book, the authors demonstrate how tiering, a 
differentiation strategy which uses readiness as a basis for 
instructional planning, helps teachers introduce the right 
degree of content complexity for each student. The result? 
Greater student success and less time spent re-teaching. 
This book provides a comprehensive introduction to tiering 
plus step-by-step instructions for using it in your classroom. 
Also included are 23 ready-to-apply resources, which provide 
helpful ideas for activities and classroom management..

EYE9805 • $32.95

Differentiating Instruction With Style
Gayle Gregory • 9781741017052

Make the right choices for the diverse learners in your 
classroom by differentiating instruction for learning styles, 
thinking styles and multiple intelligences! This important 
new bridge between essential theory and classroom practice 
provides educators with an instructional repertoire that 
responds creatively to learners’ differences. A synthesis of 
key research combined with more than 100 instructional and 
analytic tools and templates makes this an ideal resource for 
teachers and instructional leaders.

CO705X • $44.95

Differentiated Literacy Strategies for 
Student Growth and Achievement in 
Grades K-6
Lin Kuzmich, Gayle Gregory • 9781741702408

Differentiated Literacy Strategies for Student Growth and 
Achievement in Grades K-6 is the resource that gives 
teachers an instructional and assessment framework 
designed to promote the multiple competencies their learners 
need: functional literacy for phonics, spelling, and reading; 
content-area literacy for vocabulary, concept attainment, 
and comprehension; technological literacy for information 
searching, evaluation, and synthesis; and innovative literacy 
for creativity, growth, and life-long learning.

CO2402 • $54.95

Drumming to the Beat of a Different 
Marcher
Debbie Silver • 9781740258067

Finding the rhythm for Teaching A Differentiated classroom, is 
always a key concern for new teachers as well as those trying 
to fi nd better ways to create a thriving learning environment. 
Part one Keeping Pace: Classroom Management Part two: 
Different Beats: The Learning cycle Multiple Intelligences 
Cooperative Learning. Part three: Stepping to your own Music: 
Building Classroom Community and Pay it forward.

INA5846 • $45.95
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Differentiation and the Brain
David Sousa, Carol Ann Tomlinson • 9781742398037

This book examines the principles of differentiation in light 
of current brain based research. The book provides multiple 
suggestions of how to design and implement strategies such 
as tiering, student contracts and anchor activities. It also 
explains the brain science behind differentiation and clarifi es 
why certain strategies are more successful than others. Case 
studies are provided, and scenarios to help teachers envision 
differentiation strategies working in their own classrooms. 
Each chapter concludes with exercises and questions for 
teacher refl ection so teachers can make the best choices to 
meet the needs of a diverse student population. 

SOT8037 • $39.95

Differentiation in Practice: A Resource 
Guide for Differentiating Curriculum, 
Grades 9-12
Cindy Strickland, Carol Ann Tomlinson • 9781741708301

Focusing on the high school years, but applicable at all levels, 
this book will teach anyone interested in designing and 
implementing differentiated curriculum how to do so and do 
so more effectively. Includes annotated lesson plans (English, 
mathematics, history, science, art and world languages); 
samples of differentiated product assignments, learning 
contracts, rubrics and homework handouts; an overview 
of the non-negotiables in differentiated classrooms and 
guidelines for using the book itself as a learning tool. .

104140 • $32.95

Fulfi lling the Promise of the Differentiated 
Classroom: Strategies and Tools for 
Responsive Teaching
Carol Ann Tomlinson • 9781741013214

Extend the benefi ts of differentiated teaching to virtually any 
kind of school situation and student population using the 
guidelines and strategies from this book. Carol Ann Tomlinson 
provides you with new insights on student needs, teacher 
responses, and curriculum and instruction that genuinely help 
all students learn. Plus, a toolbox of surveys, checklists and 
examples helps you implement differentiated approaches 
right away.

103107 • $27.95

Differentiation in Practice: A Resource 
Guide for Differentiating Curriculum, 
Grades K–5
Caroline Cunningham Eidson, Carol Ann Tomlinson • 9781741013290

This book will teach anyone interested in designing and 
implementing differentiated curriculum, how to achieve this 
and more effectively. This guide features entire instructional 
units for science, social studies, maths and English. Each unit 
is complete with standards and learning outcomes, lesson 
plans, worksheets, learning contracts, assessments and 
other materials for classroom instruction. This book will help 
teachers meet the challenge of mixed-ability classrooms with 
academically responsive curriculum appropriate for all learners.

102294 • $25.95

Exploring Differentiated Instruction (The 
Professional Learning Community Series)
Cindy Strickland • 9781742392844

Use this handy guide to get your Professional Learning 
Community (PLC) engaged, energised and ready to implement 
differentiated instruction. Everything you need to organise 
and run your PLC - including agendas, schedules, handouts, 
and background readings - is included. With enough materials 
for ten sessions in total, you can focus your PLC on all of the 
critical issues related to differentiated instruction. Easy-to-use 
charts, checklists and templates support every step of getting 
started and keeping your PLC on track.

109039 • $19.95

Differentiation for Real Classrooms: 
Making It Simple, Making It Work
Joy Stephens, Alicia Duncan, Kathleen Kryza • 9781742396514

The text guides teachers through differentiated instruction 
by illustrating the Chunk, Chew and Check framework which 
helps to set apart pathways for students of differing abilities 
to reach the same learning targets. The text provides detailed 
Teacher Learning Targets, and shows how to reach these 
targets through detailed instruction and lesson ideas for both 
tiered and whole group instruction. It also offers intelligence 
and interest surveys so you can fi nd out how each student 
learns best and begin to go about catering to individual 
learning needs. 

CO6514 • $36.95

Differentiation Through Learning Styles 
and Memory
Marilee Sprenger • 9781741014419

One-size-fi ts-all lesson plans are just not feasible. 
Differentiation Through Learning Styles and Memory gives 
an essential overview of how the brain processes, stores and 
retains information, and provides teachers with a wealth of ideas 
to help guide students in accessing this information by utilising 
their individual learning styles and strengths. From creating a 
safe and comfortable environment for learning to tailoring lesson 
plans to visual, auditory and kinesthetic learners, Differentiation 
Through Learning Styles and Memory is a blueprint for a 
differentiated classroom!

CO4417 • $39.95

Getting Results with Curriculum Mapping
Heidi Hayes Jacobs • 9781741016918

Heidi Hayes Jacobs and her coauthors offer a wide range of 
perspectives on how to get the most out of  the curriculum 
mapping process in districts and schools. In addition to 
detailed examples of maps from schools across the United 
States, the authors offer concrete advice on such critical 
issues as: Preparing educators to implement mapping 
procedures; Using software to create unique mapping 
databases; Integrating decision-making structures and staff 
development initiatives through mapping; Helping school 
communities adjust to new curriculum review processes; 
Making mapping an integral part of literacy training.

104011 • $29.95

Differentiation in Practice: A Resource 
Guide for Differentiating Curriculum, 
Grades 5–9
Caroline Cunningham Eidson, Carol Ann Tomlinson • 9781741013306

This book will teach anyone interested in designing and 
implementing differentiated curriculum, how to achieve this 
and more effectively. This book includes annotated lesson 
plans for differentiated instruction in social studies, languages, 
science and maths, samples of differentiated worksheets, 
product assignments, rubrics and homework handouts. 
Differentiation in Practice also gives teachers an overview of 
differentiated instruction and guidelines for using this book as 
a learning tool.

102293 • $32.95

Differentiation Through Personality Types: 
A Framework for Instruction, Assessment, 
and Classroom Management
Jane Kise • 9781742397917

This comprehensive resource, based on the author’s years of 
research and experience, presents a usable, understandable 
framework that assists P–12 teachers in achieving success 
in today’s differentiated classroom. From easy-to-implement 
techniques to templates for planning lengthy curriculum units, 
teachers receive clear direction for appealing to the learning 
personalities in their diverse classrooms. Discover teaching 
techniques that result in success for students of all learning 
styles!

CO7917 • $37.95
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How to Differentiate Instruction
Janice Skowron • 9781741014563

Today’s students are more diverse than ever, and teachers’ 
lessons need to be able to reach all levels. Differentiated 
instruction can bridge how students learn with what they 
learn. This how-to booklet provides step-by-step directions for 
planning differentiated instruction. It explores everything from 
desired results to lesson design to assessment. A general 
matrix for planning instructional design is also included.

PE4565 • $15.00

Keys to Curriculum Mapping 
Multimedia Kit
Susan Udelhofen • 9781741700213

This complete resource helps trainers answer the 
questions most important to educators, and is packed 
with practical strategies for beginning the collaborative 
process of curriculum mapping. This complete 
all-in-one package is an indispensable resource for 
anyone planning, designing or conducting training 
on curriculum mapping, including principals, staff 
developers and administrators. This multimedia kit 
contains the companion book, a 44-minute DVD and a 

step-by-step Facilitator’s Guide.

CO0213 • $300

In a Nutshell: Multiple Intelligences for 
Differentiated Learning
Bruce Williams • 9781740256490

There is an intricate literacy to Gardner’s Multiple Intelligences 
(MI) theory that unlocks key entry points for differentiating 
learning. Using a well-articulated framework rich with 
graphic representations, Williams provides a comprehensive 
discussion of MI. He moves teachers their students from 
curiosity, to confi dence, to competence in understanding and 
using MI theory in the most practical ways in curriculum, 
instruction and assessment. Be the conversation about MI in 
your school with this treasure chest of ideas.

6492 • $15.00

Keys to Curriculum Mapping
Susan Udelhofen • 9781741702446

Keys to Curriculum Mapping is packed with templates, 
fl owcharts, tips and troubleshooting techniques for curriculum 
mapping. Drawing on her own experience, as well as her 
collaboration with curriculum mapping expert Heidi Hayes 
Jacobs, Udelhofen includes processes for fi nding time for 
curriculum mapping, sharing information with colleagues within 
the curriculum mapping framework and adapting curriculum 
mapping to support other school-based programs. Curriculum 
mapping provides more than a map of curriculum units, 
assessment formats and scheduling; it allows educators to build 
relationships, improve schools and meet assessment goals.

CO2445 • $39.95

How to Differentiate Instruction in Mixed-
Ability Classrooms
Carol Ann Tomlinson • 9781741012569

This book provides guidance for teachers who are interested 
in creating learning environments that address the diversity 
typical of mixed-ability classrooms. The principles and 
strategies included here can help teachers address a variety 
of learning profi les, interests and readiness levels.

101043 • $24.95

Inspiring Primary Learners: Nurturing the 
Whole Child in a Differentiated Classroom
Joy Stephens, Alicia Duncan, Kathleen Kryza • 9781742396521

Inspiring Primary Learners offers step-by-step differentiated 
instructional strategies for creating a learning environment 
that engages all students, and provides creative strategies 
that can be easily implemented in the P-6 classroom. The 
authors demonstrate how to make learning come alive 
using a number of strategies that are outlined in detail with 
accompanying examples. Some of these strategies include 
tiering lessons for children of different capabilities, and 
allowing children to “chew” information in the ways that suit 
them best. 

CO6526 • $49.95

Leadership for Differentiating Schools 
and Classrooms
Susan Demirsky Allan, Carol Ann Tomlinson • 9781741016895

This book explores how school leaders can develop 
responsive, personalised and differentiated classrooms. 
Differentiation is a teacher attending to the learning needs 
of a student, rather than teaching a class as though all 
individuals in it were alike. Expert educators teach individuals 
the most important things in the most effective ways. No 
single approach works. The authors show how school leaders 
can encourage and support growth in our classrooms.

100216 • $25.95

In a Nutshell: Differentiated Learning - 
Different Strokes for Different Folks
Robin Fogarty • 9781740253871

There is nothing new in education! It just comes around 
again with a new name. Differentiated Learning has been 
called individualised or personalised instruction. But it’s 
come around again, because it’s an important idea. It’s about 
meeting the diverse needs of students. It’s about different 
strokes for different folks! Different entry points to learning! 
It’s about change the content! Change the product! And 
present opportunities for differentiated learning to students 
with challenges and choices.

6134 • $15.00

Integrating Differentiated Instruction and 
Understanding by Design
Jay McTighe, Carol Ann Tomlinson • 9781741018271

Differentiated Instruction and Understanding by Design explains 
how to connect these two approaches and use their combined 
power to meet content standards and prepare for tests. While 
providing students with multiple learning pathways, use the 
backward design approach to develop curriculum units and 
lessons that can be differentiated in response to students’ 
different needs and levels. Combine drill and practice with 
differentiated performance tasks to inspire understanding of 
content and create a fair, criterion-referenced assessment 
approach that supports standards and differentiation.

105004 • $25.95

Inspiring Middle and Secondary Learners: 
Honouring Differences and Creating 
Community Through Differentiating 
Instructional Practices
Joy Stephens, Alicia Duncan, Kathleen Kryza • 9781742396538

This book offers step-by-step differentiated instructional 
strategies for creating a learning environment that increases 
student engagement, and provides creative strategies 
that can be easily implemented in the 7–12 classroom. It 
also guides teachers through differentiated instruction by 
illustrating the Chunk, Chew and Check framework which 
helps to set apart pathways for students of differing abilities 
to reach the same learning targets. 

CO6538 • $47.95
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Leading and Managing a Differentiated 
Classroom
Marica ImBeau, Carol Ann Tomlinson • 9781742399638

Step-by-step guidelines, checklists and a Teacher’s Toolkit with 
ready-made classroom activities ensure that you master the 
nuts and bolts of managing a student-centred classroom—
from creating the learning environment and classroom routines 
to challenging advanced learners and buying time for struggling 
students. This book focuses on what it means for a teacher 
to effectively lead a differentiated classroom as well as the 
mechanics of managing a differentiated classroom. Readers 
will learn how to become more confi dent and effective leaders 
for and in student-focused and responsive classrooms.

108011 • $30.95

Supporting Differentiated Instruction
Robin Fogarty, Brian Pete • 9781742397962

This book pragmatically approaches the collaborative spirit of 
professional learning communities (PLCs) and the rigorous work 
of differentiated classroom instruction, addressing both teaching 
decisions for professional staff and learning decisions for students. 
It examines how PLCs provide the decision-making platform to 
implement instruction that is responsive to varied learning styles 
and needs. Teachers need plausible methods to put the profound 
theories of collaboration and differentiation into classroom practice. 
This practical guide offers tools and techniques for refl ective 
dialogue in implementing a PLC that supports differentiated 
instruction, as well as lesson templates and example lessons.

SOT7962 • $35.95

Using Curriculum Mapping & Assessment 
Data to Improve Learning
Jeff Colosimo, Bena Callick • 9781741708189

Using Curriculum Mapping and Assessment Data to Improve 
Learning presents effective methods for using data from multiple 
sources to inform decision making and enrich instructional 
practices. Data experts Bena Kallick and Jeff Colosimo provide 
guidance for reviewing curriculum maps, protocols for analysing 
student work and assessment data, information about using 
technology to support the process, and three real-life case studies 
as examples. By making data-driven decisions, all educators 
can dramatically improve student performance and create an 
environment that encourages optimism and increases opportunity.

CO3514 • $39.95

Successful Teaching in the Differentiated 
Classroom + CD
Carolyn Coil • 9781742394718

Successful Teaching in the Differentiated Classroom is the 
most comprehensive, practical resource you will need to 
successfully implement the concept of differentiation in your 
classroom. Following a brief overview of the components, 
and a teacher self-assessment awareness checklist, are 
chapters with lesson plans, forms and practical examples 
for administrators, teachers, students and parents. This 
comprehensive resource can be used in the school and 
tertiary classroom, with professional learning communities, as 
a study group resource and in staff development workshops.

HB4718 • $35.95

Learning and Leading with Habits of 
Mind: 16 Essential Characteristics for 
Success
Bena Kallick, Arthur Costa • 9781741709377

This volume presents a compelling case for why it’s more 
relevant than ever to align the missions of schools and 
classrooms to teaching students how to think and behave 
intelligently when they encounter problems and challenges in 
learning and in life. Drawing on their research and experience in 
applying the Habits of Mind in all kinds of schools, the authors 
guide you through making intelligent behaviour a practical 
outcome. Costa and Kallick present a compelling rationale for 
using the Habits as a foundation for learning and leading.

108008 • $32.95

Mapping the Big Picture: Integrating 
Curriculum and Assessment K–12
Heidi Hayes Jacobs • 9781741013276

In Mapping the Big Picture, Heidi Hayes Jacobs describes a 
seven-step process for creating and working with curriculum 
maps, from data collection to ongoing curriculum review.  
The book focuses on the importance of asking “essential 
questions” and of designing assessment that refl ects each 
individual student.  This book contains more than 20 sample 
curriculum maps from schools, which were developed using 
the process described in this book.

197135 • $19.95

The Curriculum Mapping Planner: 
Templates, Tools and Resources for 
Effective Professional Development
Ann Johnson, Heidi Hayes Jacobs • 9781742394589

Whether you’re introducing curriculum mapping for the fi rst 
time or working with teachers and administrators who are 
well into the process, the manual’s templates, samples and 
tools help you: establish the rationale for mapping; ensure 
long-term support for curriculum mapping; create quality 
maps for the fi rst time or review and improve existing ones; 
connect curriculum maps to assessment data, instructional 
strategies and school improvement efforts.

109010 • $32.95

Differentiating with Graphic Organisers: 
Tools to Foster Critical & Creative Thinking
Patti Drapeau • 9781741708424

Graphic Organisers are research-based tools that engage 
and challenge today’s students. Use graphic organisers to 
raise learning outcomes for all students, including English 
Language Learners and students with learning disabilities. The 
author presents graphic organisers for nine types of thinking 
processes based on Bloom’s Taxonomy and offers examples of 
how to apply the graphic organisers in different subject areas 
and year levels. 

CO8427 • $65.95

Professional Development for 
Differentiating Instruction
Cindy Strickland • 9781742394626

This resource contains more than 45 tools and activities 
that make it easier for staff developers, teacher leaders, and 
other professional development leaders to show teachers and 
administrators how to successfully implement and maintain 
differentiated instruction. Use these tools in workshops, 
professional learning communities, and small-group settings 
to: establish a learning environment that is welcoming to 
educators at all levels of experience and expertise; plan staff 
development activities that model differentiated instruction; 
group teachers fl exibly for their learning experiences.

109042 • $37.95

The Differentiated Classroom: 
Responding to the Needs of All Learners
Carol Ann Tomlinson • 9781741013283

Matching your instructional approach to the needs and interest 
of every student is an overwhelming challenge unless you follow 
the comprehensive approach offered in this book. The leading 
authority on differentiation explains common sense, classroom-
proven approaches that work for teachers in any year level: 8 
principles that guide a differentiated classroom, 15 instructional 
strategies that make it much easier for you to provide multiple 
learning paths for students, Practical ways to give students 
options about how they learn required curriculum, Steps to help 
you get started with differentiation or take it to a higher level.

199040 • $25.95
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Activities for the Differentiated 
Classroom: English, Middle Years
Gayle Gregory, Carolyn Chapman • 9781741705485

In today’s highly diverse classrooms, differentiated instruction 
enables teachers to plan strategically so they can meet the 
individual needs of all their students. Now this unique resource 
makes the challenge of reaching all learners easier by providing 
teachers with a wide array of practical activities for the 
differentiated classroom. Teachers can adjust learning based on 
individual students’ knowledge, skills, experience, preferences 
and needs by using tested, research-based strategies such as 
choice boards, cubing, graphic organisers, learning centres, 
problem-based learning and cooperative learning.

CO5487 • $24.95

Differentiated Instructional Strategies for 
Writing in the Content Areas
Carolyn Chapman • 9781741705775

This concise guide helps you work with each student’s 
unique skills and needs so that the student learns to apply 
information, to demonstrate content mastery, to think 
and write creatively and critically, and to solve real-world 
problems. Curriculum Approaches discusses the use of Choice 
Boards, Agendas, and Lesson Plans to meet each student’s 
needs before, during, and after the writing experience. 
Detailed chapters give you the tools you need to work with 
student writers of all levels. 

CO5770 • $35.95

Differentiated Nonfi ction Reading, Years 
4–5
Tracie Heskett • 9781742397245

All the students in your class can read the passage and have 
the information they need to respond to the same six questions 
that evaluate their comprehension of the subject matter. Each 
book contains curriculum topics for science, geography, history 
and English. The reading levels of the passages are calculated 
according to the Flesch-Kincaid Readability Formula. Topics 
in this book include Fascinating Flies, Heat, Malcolm Fraser, 
Sinkholes, Water, Wind Energy, Satellites, Helping the Blind and 
Deaf Communicate, The World’s Most Mysterious Places and 
Cyclone Tracy.

TCR7245 • $29.95

Differentiated Instructional Strategies for 
Reading in the Content Areas
Rita King, Carolyn Chapman • 9781741705751

This straightforward, easy-to-use handbook gives teachers 
creative yet substantial ideas and methods for infusing 
phonics, word analysis, vocabulary development, and 
comprehension strategies into subject-area instruction. As in 
the original Differentiated Instructional Strategies for Writing 
in the Content Areas, Differentiated Instructional Strategies for 
Reading in the Content Areas uses the same eclectic blend of 
differentiated instruction, multiple intelligences, scaffolding, 
constructivism, and co-op learning methods and activities. 

CO5754 • $49.95

Differentiated Nonfi ction Reading, Years 
3–4
Debra Housel • 9781742397238

This book assists with differentiated instruction by offering 
the same information written at three different reading levels: 
easy (below year level), average (at year level) and challenging 
(above year level). Students can read the passages at their 
reading level and respond to questions that evaluate their 
comprehension of the subject matter. Questions cover six vital 
comprehension skills: Locating facts; Understanding vocabulary 
in context; Identifying conditions; Making inferences; and 
Analysing and Visualising. The book also provides instruction 
for teaching how to approach multiple choice questions.

 TCR7238 • $29.95

Differentiated Instruction for English, 9-12
Gail Blasser Riley • 9781742399515

Use Differentiated Instruction for English to meet the diverse 
learning needs of your students. Differentiated Instruction for 
English contains activities that will engage students of varying 
ability levels, learning styles and areas of interest. The activities 
have been developed to incorporate important learning 
concepts into activities that secondary school students will 
fi nd interesting and relevant. Differentiation strategies within 
this series apply knowledge of Gardner’s multiple intelligences, 
and include student centred activities, varying approaches 
to assessment, fl exible grouping options and fl exible time to 
complete projects according to students levels and needs.

WAL9515 • $29.95

Differentiated Literacy Coaching: 
Scaffolding for Student and Teacher 
Success
Mary Moran • 9781741706796

An experienced literacy coach explains: How to design and deliver 
the most effective, most appropriate form of literacy coaching, The 
different roles and responsibilities of literacy coaches, Step-by-step 
procedures to help both new and experienced coaches collaborate 
more effectively with teaching colleagues. Included are over a 
dozen modules that literacy coaches can use to expand their own 
expertise and support their fellow faculty members. Discover how 
literacy coaches can deliver the kind of instruction and support that 
is most likely to help teachers improve student literacy.

107053 • $27.95

Differentiated Nonfi ction Reading, Years 
5–6
Tracie Heskett • 9781742397252

All the students in your class can read the passage and 
have the information they need to respond to the same six 
questions that evaluate their comprehension of the subject 
matter. Each book contains curriculum topics for science, 
geography, history and English. The reading levels of the 
passages are calculated according to the Flesch-Kincaid 
Readability Formula. Topics in this book include Grey Whales, 
Lead, Natural Forces, Oceans, The Indian Ocean Tsunami of 
2004, Confucius and the Role of Government, Martin Luther, 
Teddy Flack, Errol Flynn, William Bligh and Real Ghost Stories.

TCR7252 • $29.95

Differentiated Instruction for English, 
Middle Years
Hannah Jones • 9781742396668

Differentiated Instruction for English contains twenty English 
activities that will engage students of varying ability levels, 
learning styles and areas of interest. All of the activities 
encompass several of the multiple intelligences. The lessons are 
designed to provide you with models of differentiated instruction 
to meet the diverse learning needs of your students. You can 
either use these lessons as they are presented, or adapt them to 
your own curriculum. It is hoped that these lessons will further 
serve as a springboard for you to use your own ingenuity to 
rework lessons to meet the unique abilities of all students.

WAL6668 • $24.95

Differentiated Nonfi ction Reading, Years 
1–2
Tracie Heskett • 9781742397221

This book assists with differentiated instruction by offering 
the same information written at three different reading levels: 
easy (below year level), average (at year level) and challenging 
(above year level). Students can read the passages at their 
reading level and respond to questions that evaluate their 
comprehension of the subject matter. Questions cover six vital 
comprehension skills: Locating facts; Understanding vocabulary 
in context; Identifying conditions; Making inferences; and 
Analysing and Visualising. The book also provides instruction for 
teaching how to approach multiple choice questions.

TCR7221 • $29.95
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Differentiated Nonfi ction Reading, Years 
6–7
Tracie Heskett • 9781742397269

All the students in your class can read the passage and have 
the information they need to respond to the same six questions 
that evaluate their comprehension of the subject matter. Each 
book contains curriculum topics for science, geography, history 
and English. The reading levels of the passages are calculated 
according to the Flesch-Kincaid Readability Formula. Topics 
in this book include Stargazers, The Curse of the Socceroos, 
Barack Obama, Connected Economies, Overpopulation, Ancient 
Chinese Inventions, The Seven Wonders of the Ancient World, 
Robots and The Snowy Mountains Scheme.

TCR7269 • $29.95

Differentiated Literacy Strategies for 
Student Growth and Achievement in 
Grades K-6
Lin Kuzmich, Gayle Gregory • 9781741702408

Differentiated Literacy Strategies for Student Growth and 
Achievement in Grades K-6 is the resource that gives 
teachers an instructional and assessment framework 
designed to promote the multiple competencies their learners 
need: functional literacy for phonics, spelling, and reading; 
content-area literacy for vocabulary, concept attainment, 
and comprehension; technological literacy for information 
searching, evaluation, and synthesis; and innovative literacy 
for creativity, growth, and life-long learning.

CO2402 • $54.95

Don’t Teach! Let Me Learn! Inquiry 
learning in English (Years 4-8)
Elizabeth Marten, Nina Crosby • 9781741016482

This will aide you in making choices consistent with your 
goals and objectives. Each study unit contains many 
activity choices providing stimulation and variation for your 
students. Activity titles and objectives are identifi ed. Activity 
language is directed to the student. Activities are complete 
rather than dependent upon one another, therefore they 
may be used to meet your classroom needs. Topics include: 
Mysteries - Mythology - Fairytales, Fables and Legends - The 
Supernatural - Adventure - Dreams - Superstition - Monsters 
- Fantasy.

HB6487 • $54.95

Ignite Student Intellect and Imagination in 
Social Studies
Kathy LaMorte • 9781741701449

Bring relevance to social studies with these creative and 
thought-provoking activities that will get kids excited and so 
engaged that every one of them will sparkle in the classroom. 
Topics include: My Family Heritage, You Are What You Do for 
Fun, One Size Doesn’t Fit All: What Makes You Unique? The Me 
I Want to Be. More instructional tools: Relate personal changes 
to social, cultural and historical contexts, Describe the ways 
family, gender, ethnicity, nationality and institutional affi liations 
contribute to personal identity, describe ways regional, ethnic 
and national cultures infl uence individuals’ daily lives.

NM2041 • $29.95

More Than 100 Brain-Friendly Tools and 
Strategies for Literacy Instruction
Kathy Perez • 9781742396309

This essential guide translates current brain research into ready-
to-use tactics to promote literacy development in your classroom. 
Internationally recognised educator Kathy Perez offers a defi nitive 
collection of more than 100 fi eld-tested strategies that can be 
implemented easily and immediately for maximum results at any 
year level. The activities and tools in this book provide strong building 
blocks for creating a dynamic, brain-friendly environment where 
teachers and students thrive, offering a fl exible framework and step-
by-step guidance, and empowering teachers, literacy coaches and 
reading specialists with proven tools to cultivate active learning.

CO6309 • $37.95

Differentiated Reading and Writing 
Strategies Primary (multimedia)
Rita King, Carolyn Chapman • 9781741707595

This staff development multimedia kit provides everything 
you need to lead workshops on differentiated strategies for 
reading and writing that appeal to primary school learners. 
It highlights differentiated instruction, fl exible grouping, 
motivators, activities, classroom climate enhancements and 
more! This innovative multimedia kit includes Differentiated 
Instructional Strategies for Reading in the Content Areas, 
Differentiated Instructional Strategies for Writing in the 
Content Areas, DVD and Facilitator’s Guide. The DVD 
substantiates activities in the Facilitator’s Guide. 

CO5037 • $350

Differentiated Instruction: A Guide for 
Foreign Language Teachers
Deborah Blaz • 9781742399799

This is the only book in print devoted solely to applying the 
principles and practices of differentiated instruction to the 
teaching of foreign languages. It provides detailed classroom-
tested examples of activities and lessons plans to help you 
prepare and teach tiered lessons, as well as to differentiate 
by content, process and product. Also included is a chapter 
on differentiated assessment which includes show-what-
you-know assessments, tiered assessments, contracts, 
performance assessments, personalised assessments, partner 
and group testing, and more.

EYE9799 • $37.95

Differentiated Reading and Writing 
Strategies for Middle and High School 
Classrooms (Multimedia Kit) 
Rita King, Carolyn Chapman • 9781741705782

This staff development multimedia kit provides everything 
you need to lead workshops on differentiated strategies for 
reading and writing that appeal to secondary school learners. 
It highlights reading comprehension, visuals, choice boards, 
focusing on pre-writing, revising, editing, publishing and 
more! This innovative multimedia kit includes Differentiated 
Instructional Strategies for Reading in the Content Areas, 
Differentiated Instructional Strategies for Writing in the 
Content Areas, DVD and Facilitator’s Guide. 

CO5789 • $350

Don’t Teach! Let Me Learn! Inquiry 
Learning in Humanities
Elizabeth Marten, Nina Crosby • 9781741016475

This book will aid you in making choices consistent with your 
goals and objectives. Each study unit contains many activity 
choices providing stimulation and variation for your students. 
Activity titles and objectives are identifi ed. Activity language 
is directed to the student. Activities are complete rather than 
dependent upon one another, therefore they may be used 
to meet your classroom needs. Topics include: Art - Poetry - 
Shakespeare - Music - Architecture - Chefs, Cooking and Food 
- Fashion and Design - Inventors and Inventions.

HB6479 • $30.95

Activities for the Differentiated 
Classroom: Maths, Middle Years
Gayle Gregory, Gayle Gregory, Carolyn Chapman, Carolyn Chapman 

• 9781741704617

Now this unique resource makes the challenge of reaching 
all learners easier by providing teachers with a wide array of 
practical activities for the differentiated classroom. Teachers 
can adjust learning based on individual students’ knowledge, 
skills, experience, preferences and needs by using tested, 
research-based strategies such as choice boards, cubing, 
graphic organisers, learning centres, problem-based learning 
and cooperative learning.

CO4618 • $24.95
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Good Questions: Great Ways to 
Differentiate Maths Instruction
Marion Small • 9781742391656

This resource: Underscores the rationale for differentiating 
maths instruction; Describes two universal, easy-to-implement 
strategies designed to overcome the problems that teachers 
encounter; Offers almost 300 questions and tasks that teachers 
and coaches can adopt immediately, adapt or use as models 
to create their own; Includes teaching tips sidebars and an 
organising template at the end of each chapter to help readers 
build new tasks and open questions; Shows how to create more 
inclusive classroom learning community with mathematical talk 
that engages participants from all levels.

TCP1656 • $32.95

Differentiating Maths Instruction, Second 
Edition
William Bender • 9781742391106

This second edition of Differentiating Maths Instruction includes 
research on the value of brain-compatible teaching and creative 
ways to get students visualising, vocalising and moving to 
make instruction more meaningful, motivational and successful. 
Teachers will be able to quickly adapt the techniques to suit 
their classrooms, with key features including: Strategies for use 
within a Response to Intervention framework; At-a-glance lists 
of “Top Ten Tactics” for successful implementation; “Website 
Reviews” that outline additional online resources; and concrete 
strategies to tap into multiple intelligences.

CO1106 • $49.95

Ignite Student Intellect and Imagination 
in Mathematics
Kathy LaMorte • 9781741700350

Each of the 77 Bloom sheets in the book offers tasks that 
involve all six levels of learning, from remembering to creating. 
Topics include: Related to Mathematics As Problem Solving, 
Communication, Reasoning and Connections, Related to 
Mathematics as Number Relationships, Systems, Theory, 
Patterns and Functions, Related to Computation and Estimation 
with Whole Numbers, Fractions and Decimals. Portfolio, Product 
and Performance Assessment for: Problem Solving, Whole 
Numbers, Relationships and Patterns, Probability and Statistics, 
Geometry and Measurement, Estimates and Predictions.

NM1983 • $29.95

Differentiating Assessment in 
Middle Years and Secondary School 
Mathematics and Science
Sheryn Spencer Waterman • 9781742399973

This book by Sheryn Spencer Waterman follows the bestselling 
Handbook on Differentiated Instruction for Middle and High Schools. 
With numerous examples and strategies, it is an all-inclusive 
manual on assessing student readiness, interests, learning and 
thinking styles. It includes examples of: Pre-, Formative and 
Summative assessments -Informal and formal assessments -Oral 
and written assessments -Project and performance assessments 
-Highly structured and enrichment assessments for struggling to 
gifted students -Assessment tools and rubrics .

EYE9973 • $32.95

Problem-Based Learning for Maths & 
Science, 2nd Edition
Diane Ronis • 9781741705362

Diane Ronis demonstrates how the problem-based learning 
(PBL) method gives students the opportunity to actively 
explore and resolve authentic problem simulations and 
student-identifi ed problems in the community while 
strengthening their problem-solving skills. Problem-Based 
Learning for Maths and Science, Second Edition, is the perfect 
resource for educators who want to expand their teaching 
repertoire and shift instruction from a teacher-centred to a 
learner-centred perspective.

CO5363 • $42.95

Using Formative Assessment to 
Differentiate Mathematics Instruction, 
Grades 4-10
Leslie Laud • 9781742391229

This book makes it much easier! Staff development expert 
and former maths teacher Leslie Laud provides a clear 
roadmap for using formative assessment to differentiate 
mathematics instruction for students in Grades 4–10, using 
strategies ideal for a Response to Intervention (RTI) model. 
The book’s strategies are designed for use in conjunction with 
any curriculum or textbook. Included are a wealth of practical 
examples and student activities—all developed with effective 
time management in mind. 

CO1229 • $34.95

Expeditions in Your Classroom: Maths 
Middle Years
Henrietta List • 9781742398532

This Expeditions book contains projects designed to leave a 
lasting mark. Students address situations involving real people, 
with themes that appeal to secondary school students. Projects 
include: Investigating personal energy use using formulas, and 
calculating predictions of savings from using conservation steps, 
researching different types of savings accounts and comparing 
compound interest and simple interest, examining census data 
from the Australian Bureau of Statistics, looking at rates of 
change and the relationships between sets of data, fi nding goal 
averages for AFL football players.

WAL8532 • $29.95

Differentiated Instruction for 
Mathematics, 5-8
Hope Martin • 9781742399522

The activities have been developed to incorporate important 
learning concepts into activities that secondary school students 
will fi nd interesting and relevant. Differentiation strategies within 
this series apply knowledge of Gardner’s multiple intelligences, 
and include student-centred activities, varying approaches to 
assessment, fl exible grouping options and fl exible time to complete 
projects according to students levels and needs. This book includes 
activities based on the following: Number Theory, Numeration and 
Computation; Patterns, Functions and Algebra; Measurement and 
Geometry; Data Analysis, Statistics and Probability.

WAL9522 • $29.95

More Good Questions: Great Ways to 
Differentiate Secondary Maths Instruction
Marion Small, Amy Lin • 9781742391663

In this new book, written specifi cally for secondary mathematics 
teachers, the authors cut through the diffi culties with two powerful 
and universal strategies that teachers can use across all math 
content: Open questions and Parallel tasks. Showing teachers how 
to get started and become expert with these strategies, this book 
also demonstrates how to use more inclusive learning conversations 
to promote broader student participation. Strategies and examples 
are organised around Big Ideas with particular emphasis on 
Algebra, chapters also address Number and Operations, Geometry, 
Measurement, and Data Analysis and Probability.

TCP1663 • $32.95

Priorities in Practice: The Essentials of 
Mathematics K-6: Effective Curriculum, 
Instruction, and Assessment
Kathy Checkley • 9781741702514

Priorities in Practice: The Essentials of Mathematics K–6 explores how 
educators: • Emphasising algebraic thinking, problem solving and 
communication • Relying on research to guide the implementation 
of new teaching practices • Connecting maths activities to larger 
purposes and everyday experiences • Differentiating instruction 
based on students’ learning styles, interests and readiness levels 
• Helping teachers use classroom assessment to guide instruction 
• Improving maths teaching practices through teacher professional 
development and analysis of student work.

106032 • $25.95
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Differentiated Science Inquiry
Douglas Llewellyn • 9781742397535

One type of science instruction does not fi t all. Best-selling 
author Douglas Llewellyn gives teachers standards-based 
strategies for differentiating science education to more 
effectively meet the needs of all students. This book takes 
the concept of inquiry-based science instruction to a deeper 
level, includes a compelling case study, and effectively 
demonstrates:•Methods for determining when and how to 
provide students with more choice, thereby increasing their 
ownership and motivation, •Four approaches to implementing 
differentiated science inquiry in the three main areas of science 
instruction, •Strategies for successfully managing the classroom.

CO7535 • $35.95

Differentiated Instruction for P-8 Maths 
and Science: Ideas, Activities and Lesson 
Plans
Mary Hamm, Dennis Adams • 9781742399782

Differentiated Instruction for P–8 Maths and Science is 
designed to help teachers create a more differentiated 
classroom that is open to all students. It builds on the 
expanding knowledge of what works in classrooms and 
suggests ways that differentiated learning can help transform 
mathematics and science instruction. Attention is focused 
on teaching methods, organisational approaches, student 
activities and lesson plans designed for involving students in 
quality mathematics and science. 

EYE9782 • $35.95

Differentiated Lessons & Assessments: 
Science, Years 4-5
Julia McMeans • 9781742397276

Science concepts covered within this book include: cells, the 
human body, space, earth and the solar system, properties 
of matter, chemical changes in matter, force and motion, and 
energy. Each unit of study includes key concepts, discussion 
topics, vocabulary, and a choice between six different types 
of assessment. Assessment options include multiple choice, 
matching, graphic organiser, sentence completion, true-false 
questions and short response. With so many activity options, 
you will fi nd something in this book for even the most 
reluctant science learner. 

TCR7276 • $32.95

Activities for the Differentiated 
Classroom: Science, Middle Years
Gayle Gregory, Carolyn Chapman • 9781741705478

In today’s highly diverse classrooms, differentiated instruction 
enables teachers to plan strategically so they can meet the 
individual needs of all their students. Now this unique resource 
makes the challenge of reaching all learners easier by providing 
teachers with a wide array of practical activities for the 
differentiated classroom. Teachers can adjust learning based on 
individual students’ knowledge, skills, experience, preferences 
and needs by using tested, research-based strategies such as 
choice boards, cubing, graphic organisers, learning centres, 
problem-based learning and cooperative learning.

CO5479 • $35.95

Differentiated Lessons and Assessments: 
Science, Middle Years
Julia McMeans •  9781742397290

Life science, chemical science, earth and space science, and 
physical science concepts are all covered within this one book, 
with activities such as: cell division and reproduction, genes and 
traits, vascular plants and more. Each unit of study includes key 
concepts, discussion topics, vocabulary, and a choice between 
six types of assessment. Assessment options include multiple 
choice, matching, graphic organiser, sentence completion, true-
false questions and short response. With so many assessment 
options, your students are sure to stay engaged and demonstrate 
their full potential in the learning style that suits them.

TCR7290 • $32.95

Teaching the Female Brain: How Girls 
Learn Math and Science
Abigail Norfl eet James • 9781742393018

This engaging, practical guide examines how girls’ unique 
sensory, physical, cognitive and emotional characteristics affect 
their performance, and shows you how to adapt classroom 
experiences to assist girls’ learning, particularly in maths and 
science. Inside, readers will fi nd: specifi c instructional techniques 
and practical applications for differentiating instruction; ways of 
dealing with girls’ stress; up-to-date fi ndings on left- vs right-
brain learning, styles of learning and maths anxiety; and further 
resources, as well as quizzes in each chapter that challenge 
preconceived notions of learning differences.

CO3012 • $49.95

Differentiated Instruction for Science, 5-8
Dawn Hudson • 9781742399539

Use Differentiated Instruction for Science to meet the diverse 
learning needs of your students. Differentiated Instruction for 
Science contains activities that will engage students of varying 
ability levels, learning styles and areas of interest. The activities 
have been developed to incorporate important learning concepts 
into activities that secondary school students will fi nd interesting 
and relevant. Differentiation strategies within this series apply 
knowledge of Gardner’s multiple intelligences, and include 
student-centred activities, varying approaches to assessment, 
fl exible grouping options and fl exible time to complete projects 
according to students levels and needs.

WAL9539 • $29.95

Differentiated Lessons & Assessments: 
Science, Years 5-6
Julia McMeans • 9781742397283

The activities in this book make it easy for you to differentiate 
your year 5–6 science class by student ability and interest. 
Life science, chemical science, earth and space science, and 
physical science concepts are all covered within this one 
book, with activities such as The Cardiovascular System, Parts 
of Cells, Earth’s Movement, Physical Properties of Matter, 
Chemical Reactions and more. Each activity offers assessment 
options to suit the needs of different types of learners. These 
options include: multiple choice, matching, graphic organisers, 
sentence completion, true-false questions and short response. 

TCR7283 • $32.95

Differentiating Formative Assessment: 
Assessing Middle Years and Secondary 
School Mathematics and Science
Sheryn Spencer Waterman • 9781742399775

For middle years and secondary school teachers of 
mathematics and science, this book is fi lled with examples 
of instructional strategies that address students’ readiness 
levels, interests and learning preferences. It shows teachers 
how to formatively assess their students by addressing 
differentiated learning targets. Included are detailed examples 
of differentiated formative assessment schedules, plus tips 
on how to collaborate with others to improve assessment 
processes. 

EYE9775 • $35.95

Differentiated Instructional Strategies for 
Science, Grades K-8, plus CD (for PC only)
Gayle Gregory, Elizabeth Hammerman • 9781741705768

Using proven strategies for differentiating instruction, authors 
Gayle H. Gregory and Elizabeth Hammerman provide a blueprint for 
strengthening science instruction and accommodating students’ 
individual learning styles. This educator-friendly resource is 
aligned with science curriculum standards and includes year 
level appropriate sample lessons ans stretgies for inquiry-bases, 
problem-based and cooperative learning. Differential Instructional 
Strategies for Science is the perfect resource to help primary 
and middle years students become more creative and engaged 
thinkers and inquirers. (Note: CD for PC only)

CO5672 • $49.95
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Differentiated Science Inquiry
Douglas Llewellyn •  9781742397535

One type of science instruction does not fi t all. Best-selling 
author Douglas Llewellyn gives teachers standards-based 
strategies for differentiating science education to more 
effectively meet the needs of all students. This book takes 
the concept of inquiry-based science instruction to a deeper 
level, includes a compelling case study, and effectively 
demonstrates:•Methods for determining when and how to 
provide students with more choice, thereby increasing their 
ownership and motivation, •Four approaches to implementing 
differentiated science inquiry in the three main areas of science 
instruction, •Strategies for successfully managing the classroom.

CO7535 • $35.95

Independent Science Challenges: 
Fascinating Science Projects to Challenge 
and Extend Students
Charlotte Samiec • 9781741016178

This is an excellent science resource that incorporates a 
high-level, thinking skills approach to over 40 interesting 
and sometimes controversial topics such as: global warming; 
cloning; nuclear power; weapons of mass destruction; 
tsunamis; evolution; GM food; and much, much more! 
Independent Science Challenges is overfl owing with 
curriculum-relevant, creative ideas that cover a balance of 
scientifi c disciplines and is user-friendly for both teachers and 
students!

HB6177 • $29.95

Ignite Student Intellect and Imagination 
in Science
Kathy LaMorte • 9781741701203

Each of the 76 Bloom sheets in the book offers tasks that involve 
all six levels of learning, from remembering to creating. Topics 
include: Learning About Science in a Cemetery, Monstrous 
Science Oddities, The Future is Now, Interesting Inventions. More 
instructional tools: Ten Smart Ways to Use Bloom’s Taxonomy, 
Ten Alternative Ways to Measure What Students Know and Can 
Do, Fifteen Types of Questions to Challenge a Student’s Ability 
to Think Scientifi cally, The Art and Science of Asking Effective 
Questions in the Science Classroom, Ten Things for Teachers to 
Know About Differentiating Instruction.

NM2058 • $29.95

Science Worksheets Dont Grow Dendrites
Marcia Tate • 9781742396316

This book offers 250 fun and engaging science activities that that 
can be incorporated into lessons to ensure that brain-compatible 
instruction is taking place. The book also provides teachers with 
research into the 20 brain compatible strategies, and advice as to 
why these particular strategies work better than others. Each brain-
compatible strategy is accompanied by theoretical framework, and 
examples of successful strategy implementation in classrooms. 
Brain-compatible strategies include: brainstorming and discussion, 
drawing, excursions, games, graphic organisers, humour, 
experiments, metaphors, and more. Science topics covered include 
physical science, life science, and Earth and space science.

CO6316 • $37.95

Engage the Brain: Graphic Organisers and 
Other Visual Strategies, Science – Middle Years
Marcia Tate • 9781741704778

This practical resource offers a variety of content-specifi c 
activities that incorporate graphic organisers and other 
visuals that reinforce student learning. Each activity includes 
step-by-step directions, skills objectives, materials lists and 
a myriad of creative projects that help students organise 
and record their learning. This resource offers a multitude of 
brain-compatible activities that cover topics such as: scientifi c 
method, properties of matter; force and motion, energy; life 
cycles, biomes, endangered species; forces of nature, earth 
structure; plate tectonics, solar system and much more!

CO4774 • $24.95

Differentiating Science Instruction and 
Assessment for Learners With Special 
Needs, K-8
Kevin Finson, Christine Ormsbee, Mary Jensen • 9781742391236

Help is here! This timely, practical guidebook shows general 
and special educators how to retool science activities and 
assessments for students with special needs—including 
those of ADD, ADHD, and autism spectrum disorders. The 
authors cover a broad range of topics in an orderly, concise 
fashion. By adjusting the content, teaching critical thinking, 
and providing a variety of ways for learners to demonstrate 
their knowledge, you will give all students the chance to 
achieve academic success in science.

CO1236 • $39.95

Don’t Teach! Let Me Learn! Inquiry 
Learning in Life Science
Elizabeth Marten, Nina Crosby • 9781741016239

Don’t Teach! Let Me Learn! The level of diffi culty of each 
individual activity is indicated on the Matrix Chart based on 
Bloom’s Taxonomy of Cognitive Thinking. Activities are also 
classifi ed by subject area. Each study unit contains many activity 
choices, providing stimulation and variation for your students. 
The language of each activity is directed to the student, and the 
activities are self-complete rather than dependent upon one 
another.  Topics focused on include Arachnids, Frogs and Toads, 
The Animal World, Monkeys, Fish and Undersea Life, Robots and 
Computers, Science Fiction, and Astronomy.

HB2177 • $30.95

Parallel Curriculum Units for Science, 
Grades 6-12
Jann Leppien, Jeanne Purcell • 9781742391243

Based on the best-selling book The Parallel Curriculum, 
this professional development resource gives multifaceted 
examples of rigorous learning opportunities for science 
students in Grades 6–12. The four sample units revolve 
around genetics, the convergence of science and society, 
the integration of language arts and biology, and the periodic 
table. This book provides user-friendly methods for creating 
more thoughtful lessons and show how to differentiate them 
for the benefi t of all students. Included are fi eld-tested and 
standards-based strategies that guide students. 

CO1243 • $39.95

What Successful Science Teachers Do
Neal Glasgow, Michele Cheyne, Randy Yerrick • 9781742397504

This book describes 75 research-based strategies and outlines 
best practices for inquiry-oriented science. Each strategy 
includes a description of the supporting research, classroom 
applications, pitfalls to avoid and source citations for additional 
learning. Strategies include utilising graphic organisers, 
differentiation, mind mapping, the 5E model, enquiry based 
science utilising laboratory practice, and much more. The book 
encourages teachers to utilise technology within the classroom, 
employ collaborative teaching and learning, and be aware of 
student differences in terms of ability, readiness and gender, as 
well as cultural and economical differences. 

CO7504 • $42.95

Expeditions in Your Classroom: Science, 
Middle Years
Henrietta List • 9781742398549

This Expeditions book contains projects designed to leave 
a lasting mark. Students address situations involving real 
people, with themes that appeal to secondary school students. 
Projects include: examining the hazards created by an oil spill 
on water and designing a technique to counter the effects, 
investigating plant structure and soil chemistry; testing soils 
to determine the best soils for planting, investigating the 
components of a healthy lifestyle including vital signs, BMI, 
personal and family health histories, examining weather 
records and climate change.

WAL8549 • $29.95
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Differentiated Lessons & Assessments: 
Ancient Civilisations and the Middle Ages, 
Middle Years
Julia McMeans • 9781742397306

Topics covered in this book include: Ancient Civilisations, Ancient 
Egypt, Ancient China, Ancient India and Persia, Ancient Greece 
and more. Each unit of study includes key concepts, discussion 
topics, vocabulary, and a choice between six types of assessment. 
Using multiple choice, matching, graphic organisers, sentence 
completion, true-false questions and short response, your students 
will learn about Mesopotamia, mummies and Hieroglyphs, Ancient 
Chinese Civilisation, The Indo-Aryans, Persians and Indians; 
Buddhism, early Greek Civilisations and much more. 

TCR7306 • $32.95

Multiple Intelligences and Instructional 
Technology, Second Edition
Walter McKenzie • 9781742393773

Providing a host of lesson ideas and planning materials that 
make use of current hardware, software and online resources, 
McKenzie demonstrates how multiple intelligences theory 
can be teamed with technology to produce curriculum that 
inspires every student to learn. Features: Sample lessons and 
classroom activities; Materials to support multidisciplinary 
and special needs teaching; Worksheets, templates, rubrics 
and guidelines for evaluating media and software; Multiple 
intelligences survey, evaluation tools and useful templates on 
CD-ROM.

IST3773 • $65.00

Activities for the Differentiated 
Classroom: Book One
Gayle Gregory, Carolyn Chapman • 9781741705416

Differentiate instruction in your classroom to meet the individual 
needs of each student with these practical activities. In Book 
1 you will fi nd maths, English, science, social studies, physical 
education, art and music activities aimed at children in years Prep 
and 1. Some of the activities within this book include: Searching 
for Shapes; More or Less; Float or Sink; Super Citizen; Treasure 
Hunt; Beginning Sounds; Rhyme Time; Rollicking Races; and A 
Musical Review. Each activity comprises objectives, materials, 
ideas for more differentiation and extension activities, as well as 
reproducible gameboards and worksheets where required.

CO541X • $24.95

Activities for the Differentiated Classroom: 
Complete Set with Theory Book
Gayle Gregory, Carolyn Chapman • CO9DIFT

This series of activity books, as well as Differentiated 
Instructional Strategies, feature many practical techniques 
and processes teachers can use to adjust learning based 
on individual students’ knowledge, skills, experience, 
preferences and needs. Featuring Centres, Projects, Choice 
Boards, Problem-Based Learning, Inquiry Models, Cooperative 
Learning and Contracts, this series comes complete with 
explanations and examples. Planning models, templates, 
matrixes, rubrics, graphic organisers, checklists and 
questionnaires are also included.

CO9DIFT • $250

Activities for the Differentiated 
Classroom: Book Four
Gayle Gregory, Carolyn Chapman • 9781741705447

Differentiate instruction in your classroom with these practical 
activities for students in years 3 & 4. Activities within the book 
cover topic areas in maths, English, science, social studies, 
physical education, art and music. Each activity comprises 
objectives, materials, ideas for more differentiation and 
extension activities. Activities include – Measure This and 
Measure That; Eat Your Fruit and Vegies; Famous Australian 
Symbols; Describe a Character; Storyboards; and Starfi sh in 
the Sea: increasing cardiovascular fi tness. 

CO5444 • $24.95

Activities for the Differentiated 
Classroom: Book Two
Gayle Gregory, Carolyn Chapman • 9781741705423

The books include activities for maths, English, science, social 
studies, physical education, art and music. Book 2, which is 
suitable for Years 1 & 2 students, contains activities such as 
Money Match: matching coins with equivalent values; Weather 
and Seasons; Where in the World: using cardinal directions 
to describe the location of oceans and continents on a map; 
Story Sleuths: identifying and discussing story elements; and 
Having a Ball with Balls: throwing, catching and kicking balls. 
Each activity comprises objectives, materials, ideas for more 
differentiation and extension activities..

CO5428 • $24.95

Activities for the Differentiated 
Classroom: Book Six
Gayle Gregory, Carolyn Chapman • 9781741705461

In today’s highly diverse classrooms, differentiated instruction 
enables teachers to plan strategically so they can meet the 
individual needs of all their students. Use these practical 
activities to differentiate your lessons. The book includes 
activities for maths, English, science, social studies, physical 
education, art and music. Book 6 is suitable for students in years 
5 & 6, and includes activities such as – Graph It; Mental Maths; 
The Digestive System; Focus on the Moon; History’s Mysteries; 
Mighty Metaphors; Persuasive Techniques; Harry Potter Hockey; 
Still Life of Personal Artefacts; and Music in our Lives.

CO5460 • $24.95

Activities for the Differentiated 
Classroom: Book Five
Gayle Gregory, Carolyn Chapman • 9781741705454

Use the practical activities within this book to differentiate 
instruction in your classroom so you can meet the individual 
needs of each student. Included are activities aimed at students 
in years 4 & 5 for maths, English, science, social studies, physical 
education, art and music. Each activity comprises objectives, 
materials, ideas for more differentiation and extension activities. 
Activities within Book 5 include – Factions for Fractions; People 
and the Environment; Who’ll Rewrite “Waltzing Matilda” With 
Me?; Comprehension Strategies; Heart Health; Obstacle Course; 
Colour Wheel; Van Gogh’s Sunfl owers; and The Sounds of Music.

CO5452 • $24.95

Activities for the Differentiated 
Classroom: Book Three
Gayle Gregory, Carolyn Chapman • 9781741705430

In today’s highly diverse classrooms, differentiated instruction enables 
teachers to plan strategically so they can meet the individual needs 
of all their students. Use these practical activities to differentiate your 
lessons. The books include activities for maths, English, science, 
social studies, physical education, art and music. Book 3 is suitable 
for students in years 2 & 3, and includes activities such as: Calendar 
Fun; Parts of a Plant; Families are Alike and Different; The First 
Australians; Performing Poetry; Exploring Textures; and My Musical 
Memory. Each activity comprises objectives, materials, ideas for more 
differentiation and extension activities.

CO5436 • $24.95

Differentiated Instruction: A Guide for 
Foreign Language Teachers
Deborah Blaz • 9781742399799

This is the only book in print devoted solely to applying the 
principles and practices of differentiated instruction to the 
teaching of foreign languages. It provides detailed classroom-
tested examples of activities and lessons plans to help you 
prepare and teach tiered lessons, as well as to differentiate 
by content, process and product. Also included is a chapter 
on differentiated assessment which includes show-what-
you-know assessments, tiered assessments, contracts, 
performance assessments, personalised assessments, partner 
and group testing, and more.

EYE9799 • $37.95
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What Every Teacher Should Know About 
Special Learners
Donna Walker Tileston • 9781741703481

The concise guide to differentiating instruction for special 
learners! Teaching and learning strategies have a profound effect 
on students with disabilities, as well as on gifted and talented 
students. Topics include: Special education categories; Identifying 
and working with special learners; Special learners in the regular 
classroom; Helping students use a variety of modalities to process, 
store and retrieve information; Effective teaching and learning 
strategies for at-risk students including grouping strategies, peer 
tutoring and computer-assisted instruction; Differentiating content, 
process and product for gifted students; and more!

CO3484 • $27.95

Kagan SmartCard: Differentiated 
Instruction  (Revised Australian Edition)
Kagan • 9781741702019

This full colour, A3 sized SmartCard addresses common 
questions about Differentiated Instruction, outlines the 
many ways in which students differ and provides practical 
tips for managing the DI classroom. It features strategies 
and insights on how to differentiate the various aspects of 
instruction including: fl exible grouping, assessment and 
evaluation, instructional materials, student support, products 
and presentations, instructional strategies, time and workload, 
diffi culty, curriculum and recognition.

KA2011 • $6.95
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Working with Differentiating Curriculum 
and Instruction
Carolyn Coil • 9781741012163

This resource offers an approach to teaching based on the 
premise that students learn in different ways, therefore we 
must provide them with a number of different options for 
learning. We need to consider each student’s interests, level 
of readiness, pace of learning, learning styles and modalities, 
strengths and weaknesses and types of intelligences. This is a 
big order for an individual teacher!

HB2163 • $15.95

A Guide to Curriculum Mapping
Janet Hale • 9781741705652

This in-depth resource speaks to teachers and administrators 
with varying levels of curriculum-mapping experience 
and describes how teacher groups drive the process by 
engaging in collaborative inquiry as they review one another’s 
curriculums for gaps, redundancies, and new learning. 
The collected data assist in designing month-to-month 
instructional plans for all year levels and subjects, resulting 
in a curriculum that is coherent, consistent, and aligned with 
standards. The book presents powerful tools and features that 
signifi cantly enhance curriculum mapping efforts. 

CO5657 • $52.95

Professional Development for Principals - 
Differentiating Professional Development: 
The Principal’s Role
Michelle Pedigo • 9781741013443

Professional Development for Principals-Differentiating 
Professional Development: The Principal’s Role, is based on 
the simple premise that teachers, like their students, are 
different.  This functional resource provides guidance on ways 
to differentiate professional development to meet the needs of 
staff. Teachers have rarely been served well by the common 
one-size-fi ts-all experience.

HB3445 • $14.95



QTY PG REF CODE TITLE PRICE

8 WAL9515 Differentiated Instruction for English, 9-12 $29.95

8 WAL6668 Differentiated Instruction for English, Middle Years $24.95

10 WAL9522 Differentiated Instruction for Mathematics, 5-8 $29.95

11
EYE9782 Differentiated Instruction for P-8 Maths and Science: Ideas, 

Activities and Lesson Plans
$35.95

11 WAL9539 Differentiated Instruction for Science, 5-8 $29.95

4 608081 Differentiated Instruction in Action 1 Primary School DVD $189.00

4 608082 Differentiated Instruction in Action 2 Middle School DVD $189.00

4 608083 Differentiated Instruction in Action 3 High School DVD $189.00

4 504031 Differentiated Instruction in Action CD-ROM $199.00

4
608050 Differentiated Instruction in Action Video Series DVD Three 

Disc Series
$439.00

9
EYE9799 Differentiated Instruction: A Guide for Foreign Language 

Teachers
$37.95

4
CO5746 Differentiated Instructional Management: Work Smarter, Not 

Harder
$52.95

8
CO5754 Differentiated Instructional Strategies for Reading in the 

Content Areas
$49.95

11
CO5672 Differentiated Instructional Strategies for Science, Grades 

K-8, plus CD (for PC only)
$49.95

8
CO5770 Differentiated Instructional Strategies for Writing in the 

Content Areas
$35.95

4
CO6386 Differentiated Instructional Strategies in Practice Training 

Implementation & Supervision 2nd Edition
$45.95

4
CO5495 Differentiated Instructional Strategies: One Size Doesn't Fit 

All 2nd Ed
$50.00

4
RF4050 Differentiated Learning: An Anthology to Reach & Teach All 

Students
$49.95

13
TCR7306 Differentiated Lessons & Assessments: Ancient Civilisations 

and the Middle Ages, Middle Years
$32.95

12 TCR7276 Differentiated Lessons & Assessments: Science, Years 4-5 $32.95

12 TCR7283 Differentiated Lessons & Assessments: Science, Years 5-6 $32.95

12
TCR7290 Differentiated Lessons and Assessments: Science, Middle 

Years
$32.95

8
107053 Differentiated Literacy Coaching: Scaffolding for Student and 

Teacher Success
$27.95

4
CO2380 Differentiated Literacy Strategies for Student Growth and 

Achievement in Grades 7-12
$54.95

5
CO2402 Differentiated Literacy Strategies for Student Growth and 

Achievement in Grades K-6
$54.95

9 TCR7221 Differentiated Nonfi ction Reading, Years 1–2 $29.95

9 TCR7238 Differentiated Nonfi ction Reading, Years 3–4 $29.95

9 TCR7245 Differentiated Nonfi ction Reading, Years 4–5 $29.95

9 TCR7252 Differentiated Nonfi ction Reading, Years 5–6 $29.95

9 TCR7269 Differentiated Nonfi ction Reading, Years 6–7 $29.95

5 SOT7979
Differentiated Professional Development in a Professional 

Learning Community
$29.95

9 CO5789
Differentiated Reading and Writing Strategies for Middle and High 

School Classrooms (Multimedia Kit) 
$350.00

9 CO5037
Differentiated Reading and Writing Strategies Primary 

(multimedia)
$350.00

5 CO2646 Differentiated School Leadership $50.00

11 CO7535 Differentiated Science Inquiry $35.95

10 EYE9973
Differentiating Assessment in Middle Years and Secondary 

School Mathematics and Science
$32.95

5 EYE9805
Differentiating by Readiness: Strategies and Lesson Plans for 

Tiered Instruction, Years P-8
$32.95

2 EYE9812
Differentiating By Student Interest: Strategies and Lesson Plans 

Years P-6
$32.95

5 CO2429
Differentiating for the Young Child, Teaching Strategies Across 

the Content Areas (Prep-3)
$59.95

11 EYE9775
Differentiating Formative Assessment: Assessing Middle Years 

and Secondary School Mathematics and Science
$35.95

5 NM6118 Differentiating Instruction CD $40.00

5 CO705X Differentiating Instruction With Style $44.95

1 IST5739
Differentiating Instruction with Technology in Middle School 

Classrooms 
$49.95

1 IST3704 Differentiating Instruction with Technology in P-5 Classrooms $55.95

10 CO1106 Differentiating Maths Instruction, Second Edition $49.95

12 CO1236
Differentiating Science Instruction and Assessment for Learners 

With Special Needs, K-8
$39.95

8 CO8427
Differentiating with Graphic Organisers: Tools to Foster Critical & 

Creative Thinking
$65.95

2 SOT8037 Differentiation and the Brain $39.95

5 CO6514
Differentiation for Real Classrooms: Making It Simple, Making 

It Work
$36.95

5 102293
Differentiation in Practice: A Resource Guide for Differentiating 

Curriculum, Grades 5–9
$32.95

6 104140
Differentiation in Practice: A Resource Guide for Differentiating 

Curriculum, Grades 9-12
$32.95

5 102294
Differentiation in Practice: A Resource Guide for Differentiating 

Curriculum, Grades K–5
$25.95

2 EYE9904
Differentiation is an Expectation: A School Leader's Guide to 

Building a Culture of Differentiation
$37.95

6 CO4417 Differentiation Through Learning Styles and Memory $39.95

QTY PG REF CODE TITLE PRICE

6 CO7917
Differentiation Through Personality Types: A Framework for 

Instruction, Assessment, and Classroom Management
$37.95

1 HB6507 Differentiation, RTI and Achievement $35.95

10 HB6487 Don't Teach! Let Me Learn! Inquiry learning in English (Years 4-8) $30.95

9 HB6479 Don't Teach! Let Me Learn! Inquiry Learning in Humanities $30.95

12 HB2177 Don't Teach! Let Me Learn! Inquiry Learning in Life Science $30.95

2 INA5846 Drumming to the Beat of a Different Marcher $45.95

12 CO4774
Engage the Brain: Graphic Organisers and Other Visual 

Strategies, Science – Middle Years
$24.95

11 WAL8532 Expeditions in Your Classroom: Maths Middle Years $29.95

12 WAL8549 Expeditions in Your Classroom: Science, Middle Years $29.95

6 109039
Exploring Differentiated Instruction (The Professional Learning 

Community Series)
$19.95

6 103107
Fulfi lling the Promise of the Differentiated Classroom: Strategies 

and Tools for Responsive Teaching
$27.95

6 104011 Getting Results with Curriculum Mapping $29.95

10 TCP1656 Good Questions: Great Ways to Differentiate Maths Instruction $32.95

1 EYE9935 How the Best Teachers Differentiate Instruction $32.95

6 PE4565 How to Differentiate Instruction $15.00

6 101043 How to Differentiate Instruction in Mixed-Ability Classrooms $24.95

2 110077 How to Plan Rigorous Instruction $24.95

11 NM1983 Ignite Student Intellect and Imagination in Mathematics $29.95

13 NM2058 Ignite Student Intellect and Imagination in Science $29.95

9 NM2041 Ignite Student Intellect and Imagination in Social Studies $29.95

6 6134
In a Nutshell: Differentiated Learning - Different Strokes for 

Different Folks
$15.00

6 6492 In a Nutshell: Multiple Intelligences for Differentiated Learning $15.00

12 HB6177
Independent Science Challenges: Fascinating Science Projects to 

Challenge and Extend Students
$29.95

7 CO6538

Inspiring Middle and Secondary Learners: Honouring Differences 

and Creating Community Through Differentiating Instructional 

Practices

$47.95

7 CO6526
Inspiring Primary Learners: Nurturing the Whole Child in a 

Differentiated Classroom
$49.95

7 105004
Integrating Differentiated Instruction and Understanding by 

Design
$25.95

1 CO5876 Intentional Teaching $39.95

2 EIM6897 Interventions for the Gifted Student $32.95

14 KA2011
Kagan SmartCard: Differentiated Instruction  (Revised Australian 

Edition)
$6.95

7 CO2445 Keys to Curriculum Mapping $39.95

7 CO0213 Keys to Curriculum Mapping Multimedia Kit $300.00

1 100216 Leadership for Differentiating Schools and Classrooms $25.95

7 100216 Leadership for Differentiating Schools and Classrooms $25.95

2 108011 Leading and Managing a Differentiated Classroom $30.95

8 108008
Learning and Leading with Habits of Mind: 16 Essential 

Characteristics for Success
$32.95

7 197135
Mapping the Big Picture: Integrating Curriculum and Assessment 

K–12
$19.95

10 TCP1663
More Good Questions: Great Ways to Differentiate Secondary 

Maths Instruction
$32.95

10 CO6309
More Than 100 Brain-Friendly Tools and Strategies for Literacy 

Instruction
$37.95

13 IST3773
Multiple Intelligences and Instructional Technology, Second 

Edition
$65.00

13 CO1243 Parallel Curriculum Units for Science, Grades 6-12 $39.95

10 106032
Priorities in Practice: The Essentials of Mathematics K-6: 

Effective Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment
$25.95

11 CO5363 Problem-Based Learning for Maths & Science, 2nd Edition $42.95

1 109042 Professional Development for Differentiating Instruction $37.95

14 HB3445
Professional Development for Principals - Differentiating 

Professional Development: The Principal's Role
$14.95

2 SOT2264
Redefi ning Fair: How to Plan, Assess, and Grade for Excellence in 

Mixed-Ability Classrooms
$32.95

12 CO6316 Science Worksheets Dont Grow Dendrites $37.95

7 HB4718 Successful Teaching in the Differentiated Classroom + CD $35.95

7 SOT7962 Supporting Differentiated Instruction $35.95

2 110129
Task Rotation: Strategies for Dirrerentiating Activities and 

Assessments by Learning Style (A Strategic Teacher PLC Guide)
$22.00

2 TCP1670 Teaching as Inquiry $27.95

11 CO3012 Teaching the Female Brain: How Girls Learn Math and Science $49.95

7 109010
The Curriculum Mapping Planner: Templates, Tools and 

Resources for Effective Professional Development
$32.95

8 199040
The Differentiated Classroom: Responding to the Needs of All 

Learners
$25.95

8 CO3514
Using Curriculum Mapping & Assessment Data to Improve 

Learning
$39.95

10 CO1229
Using Formative Assessment to Differentiate Mathematics 

Instruction, Grades 4-10
$34.95

14 CO3484 What Every Teacher Should Know About Special Learners $27.95

12 CO7504 What Successful Science Teachers Do $42.95

14 HB2163 Working with Differentiating Curriculum and Instruction $15.95
Total (plus freight) $ 
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